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San Francisco Bay Area - Final Performance November 11 

On Saturday night, the trio of Lance, Christina & Douglas performed for a 
few houseguests. This was the culmination of our work these past months. 
Following our plan of a combination performance-dinner, we kept the guest 
list to a small amount. Sadly two of our guests could not attend so for our 
performance our audience totaled four. After our last two guests arrived at 
around 6:30pm, we began our performance by providing an appetizer and 
tea. We then moved to the green room for a few minutes to prepare 
ourselves for the musical portion. 

Our set-list =
Circulation
Invocation
Bach mini suite (variation 4, then 7, then 8, then 5)
Facets 6
Wild Geese – a poem by Mary Oliver recited by Christina w/musical 
accompaniment
Room 122
Falling water
Music for a Found Harmonium
Asturius
Circulation
Aspiration

We then moved to the green room to put down our guitars and prepare 
ourselves for the dinner part of the performance. 

Lance had organized the dinner such that most of it was prepared by him 
on Friday night. The transition from music to dinner thus was very quickly 
done as mostly it was warming up the food and setting the dinner plates 



with food. The table, as well as the performance space, had been set up 
earlier in the day. While Lance put the finishing touches on the dinner, with 
help from Douglas, Christina told a wonderful short story. 

The guests were then seated and dinner was served. After dinner, dessert 
was placed before the guests and a bottle of port was opened.

Our performance completed after a brief toast thanking the guests.

Posted by: Lance Halvorsen on 11/13/2006   
Subject: San Francisco Bay Area - Final Performance November 11 
 
Friday July 14th (as I recall): In Igor A's living room, after Frank's reading at 
the Center at which Zesty Enterprise performed, the San Francisco Group 
decides we will do a dinner performance for this course.

Saturday October 28: I write up an ingredient list for the first grocery 
shopping. Thank God for the Berkeley Bowl, one of the best grocery stores 
ever. After the groceries are home, I proceed to curry paste prep stage 1 - I 
toast spices, grind them in a mortar and pestle, and slice the rest of the 
ingredients in preparation for the food processor.

Tuesday October 31, 8:30 PM: I proceed to curry paste prep part 2, taking 
the processed paste and grinding it further, a tablespoon at a time, in a 
stone mortar and pestle. I'm glad I take this extra step as there are a 
number of tough pieces of Thai ginger (galangal) and lemongrass left after 
the trip through the food processor.



Wednesday November 8: I write another ingredient list and proceed to the 
Berkeley Bowl for the final grocery shopping.

Friday November 10, 8:36PM: I begin to roast the squash which will be the 
main ingredient of the curry. In the meantime, I wash the flan cups and 
begin making the caramel. The process of turning sugar and water into 
caramel with just heat and the gentle swirling of the pan is mesmerizing. At 
first, it is a pan full of sandy, opaque glop. Then it becomes a clear liquid - 
then a clear, bubbling liquid. It begins to thicken and turn just slightly honey 
colored. A hint of caramel fragrance emerges. It darkens, and the fragrance 
intensifies - mixing with the aroma of the roasting squash. And then it's 
done, and I move quickly to pour just a bit into the bottom of each flan cup. 
As it cools, the caramel becomes hard, like candy.

The squash is done. I take it out of the oven and let it cool. I make the 
custard, strain it, and pour it into the flan cups. The flan bakes in a water 
bath - two batches because there are many cups. I peel and cut the 
squash. 

While the flan is cooling, I practice guitar, running through our set. The 
squash and flan are both in the fridge by 12:20AM.

Saturday November 11, 9:42 AM: I begin by roasting peanuts, a bit too 
long. Oops! I remove the over-carmelized to carbonized ones and grind the 
rest in a mortar and pestle. I cut up two pineapples into 1" chunks and put 
them in the oven at 225 degrees. They will stay there for 4 hours. 

Then I begin to work on the curry. This is another amazing process. I heat 
coconut milk until it steams, then add the paste. It immediately turns a 
beautiful, rich orange-red. I put in tamari and taste. The salt of the tamari 
brings out the richness of the paste and coconut milk, but it also shifts the 
balance of flavors in a way - makes it lose it's balance. I add palm sugar to 
re-balance. I add more tamari, and more sugar, then taste. At one point, the 
flavors have completely emerged, and the balance is just right. It's like 
looking through a viewfinder of an unfocused camera, and it slowly comes 
into focus until it snaps into clarity. That's when all the other ingredients go 
in, and it simmers.



I work on the dressing for the mango salad. This, too, has a balancing act - 
lime juice, garlic, tamari, and palm sugar. Again, it slowly focuses until it's 
just right. I slice up the rest of ingredients but keep them separate from the 
dressing.

2:30 PM: The pineapple chunks are done. Just carmelized on the outside, 
but still juicy inside. I sprinkle on a mixture of demarara sugar, maldon sea 
salt, freshly grated nutmeg, minced thai hot pepper, and minced lime zest. 

The food is ready for travel.

3:00 PM: My wife Laura helps me pack up the car. It seems we have half 
our kitchen with us! Oh, and my guitar and stand come with as well. :^)

Mercifully, the traffic is light all the way to Doug's house in Half Moon Bay; it 
only takes an hour and a half to get there.

We will be 7 for the evening - 3 performers and 4 audients. T. is not feeling 
well and will not be able to make it.

4:35 PM Christina and Doug have already arranged the space and set a 
beautiful table. Laura and I unpack the car. I set up the kitchen, wash the 
rice, and get it going in the rice cooker. I take a 10 min. AT liedown. This is 
a lifesaver.

It is cold in the space. Doug works on the heater.

Christina, Doug, and I set up and warm up in the greenroom. We go out 
into the space and run through the set. We sound good - though Room 
122, the duo piece Doug and I play, is really not quite ready. We nail it 
about 30% of the time. Christina reminds us that we agreed to put it on the 
set list, so on it stays.

6:30 PM The guests, Bob and Dave, have arrived. They are served tea and 
the pineapple as they decompress from the drive. 

Christina, Doug and I enter the greenroom, tune up, and re-warm up. Doug 
goes into the space to make sure our guests are seated; he is the host for 



the evening. Left foot first out of the greenroom, and we're on.

The musical performance is unique for me in that my hands are still with 
me as we walk on. There are no jitters, no butterflies. I wouldn't say that I'm 
completely calm, but there is much progress here. Generally speaking, we 
play well. Christina's recitation is a very poignant moment. Asturias and 
Harmonium are strong. It feels as if a space has opened up in the room. 

After the musical performance, Christina, Doug, and I return to the 
greenroom to put away our guitars, circling briefly to acknowledge that the 
music is complete for the evening.

Doug and I are on food service. Christina tells our guests a story of King 
Arthur. The curry has been heating on the stove. The rice is done. I mix the 
dressing and the mango salad together. Doug plates the rice on the counter 
that we are using for a staging area. I follow with the curry and the mango 
salad.

The meal is served. The space opened up during the performance is still 
open. The connection between the guests/audients and the performers is 
still there, but altered slightly because we are now all diners. The 
conversation is easy, personal, significant, warm. 

Christina and Doug clear the dinner plates while I un-cup the flan. Five of 
them come out quickly and easily. There is an amusing mini-struggle 
Christina and I have with the final two. Water is boiled, cups dunked, 
shaken, tapped, rapped, laughed at, re-dunked, etc. One finally slips out - 
upside-down - a breach-flan. ;^) Christina finally takes a knife to the other 
to pry it out and it flops perfectly onto the plate. 

Doug pours a small amount of port for everyone. As the flan is served, 
Doug proposes a toast. With this our dinner performance completes. (Of 
course, there is still clean up, and we circle in the greenroom to formally 
complete once this is done.)

As I've stated in a previous report, the essence of my wish at the beginning 
of this course was to create a positive feedback loop between music and 
food for an evening. I believe this worked. The critical time was the 



transition from music to meal. While we did quickly acknowledge the 
completion of the music, we continued to be 'on' until the final toast. 
Maintaining focus and attention through the transition until the end unified 
the event into a single whole with two main parts. I'm feeling pretty much 
spent at the moment, but it was a deeply satisfying evening.

Thanks go out to Christina and Doug - we've come so far these past 
months. Thanks also to Michelle and Laura, to the facilitators of this course, 
and to everyone on it for their support. Finally, thanks to Patrick Smith for 
teaching me so much about Kitchen Craft. 

Btw, if there is interest, I would be happy to post recipes in the remarks 
section.

Posted by: Christina Florkowski on 11/14/2006   
Subject: San Francisco Bay Area - Final Performance November 11 
 
Kindle Blue gave the final performance of the TTA AAD course in Half Moon 
Bay Sunday night. Mid afternoon, I learned that Tom Baxter. (& guest) 
would not be coming due to illness. This was a great disappointment (– as 
well as a relief -) for me. Tom is someone truly capable of listening. All of 
my practice for weeks now has been with Tom in mind. I needed to let go 
the disappointment – and by the time I arrived at Douglas’s, I’d accepted 
the audience we would have.

Our setlist:

Circulation
Theme I (Invocation)



Bach Mini-Suite (Variations 4,7,8 & 5)
Facets (Six!)
Wild Geese (poem with accompaniment- duo piece D & me)
Room 122 (duo piece, L&D)
Falling Water
Music for a Found Harmonium
Asturias
Theme II (Aspiration)

~

The legend of Dame Ragnall

~

Dinner

We’d done pretty thorough planning for the performance, so the afternoon 
was one of executing our plan. The performance space was largely ready 
when I arrived at Douglas’s. The table, extra plates and other items I 
contributed had been picked up by Douglas last weekend and were already 
integrated into the setting. I brought flowers with me – having pre-cleaned 
and conditioned them at the studio – so all that was left was to arrange 
them. Candles were set out. With extra time available, Douglas and I sat 
down to practice until Lance arrived. We unloaded Lance’s car and did 
what little remaining meal preparation was required. Boxes were cleared 
away and then we settled in the performance space with guitars for our 
final rehearsal. The duo piece that Douglas & Lance had only recently been 
working on (Room 122) sounded wonderful in rehearsal, so when they 
asked me if it should stay in the set list, I said ‘Yes.’ Douglas’s girlfriend 
Michelle and Lance’s wife Laura were two of our four audients. Dave and 
Bob arrrived shortly and made our audience four. The guests were offered 
tea and a delightful fresh pineapple appetizer. Then it was showtime. 
Douglas & Lance and I circled up in the green room. At this point I shared 
the greetings sent to, and received from, Special Guest. The next two 
hours were devoted to execution. The performance felt relaxed to me - my 
only tension coming from the challenge of playing itself. For those pieces 



where my practice allowed me some small confidence, it was even possible 
to exchange smiles with some in the audience. This was an aim for me – to 
have a connection with the audience. I am sure I tapped my foot too loudly 
during the Bach piece, but I didn’t hear it until we were nearly done with it. I 
think I blew the tempo on Theme II, but if I did, Lance managed nicely 
around it. Room 122 didn’t fare too well, garnering this comment from a 
member of the audience; ‘We knew what you meant.’

We came to the end of our setlist, but still had more performance to go. We 
circled up in the green room, and then Douglas & Lance headed to the 
kitchen and I put a shawl on to transform into the storyteller. I settled myself 
in front of the audience and told the tale of Dame Ragnall. In our planning, 
we foresaw the gap between music and dinner. Douglas had suggested I 
recite poems, but that didn’t feel right to me. I counter-offered to tell a story. 
I have told this story only once before during a visit to Seattle. It is a story 
that needs to be told, so this seemed a good opportunity.

After the story was over, the guests were invited to the dinner table and 
dinner was served. Lance had prepared a fine meal. The meal was relaxed 
and comfortable, with conversation about many things including the AAD 
course and how this performance came out of that and all the while I could 
feel that Douglas, Lance and & were still ‘on’, still performing. We had 
agreed beforehand that the performance would be complete with the toast 
Douglas would deliver at dessert. And that is how it was. After dessert, we 
cleaned up the plates and it was just like the end of a show where people 
mingle a bit before drifting away.

We will be taking a two week break now, thanks to other obligations and 
travel. Douglas & Lance were already talking about the new repertoire they 
want to work on, so it appears there is something in the future…

Posted by: Frank Sheldon on 11/14/2006   
Subject: San Francisco Bay Area - Final Performance November 11 
 
This three-part account here is essentially the record of an act of creation. 
A new form, never quite seen or heard - or smelled or tasted - has come 



into our world. Wonderful. You could go a long way with this if you wished.

The palpable connection to rest of the course also seemed significant to 
me.


